inis a little

-handed.
**It’s not being introduced as a bill,
just in the budget
.”” she said.

2,4-D foes fight on in final hour
By LEWIS CLEVENGER
staff writer

is only to make certain the spray is applied according to the

The herbicide game may have gone into late innings, but aerial spray opponents are still swinging
from their heels.
pct
1S members of the Humboldt
Task
» a coalition of anti-herbicide
a
» met with Humboldt County Agricultural
missioner Ed Urban Monday to again voice
their
ition to the planned
ying of more
than 8,000
acres of timberland in Humboldt County
The protestors, many from areas around Hoopa
Valley where spraying is scheduled to take place
later this month, met privately with Urban for
about 30 minutes.

Afterward, several voiced disappointment over
the commissioner's position. Urban said he cannot
legally stop the spraying but can only make certain

is
according
regulations.
ric
‘Wilhelm,
task
force
spokesman,
sald. the
group would like to see the burden of proof that
+4-D is safe placed on the county, the state and the
companies using the herbicide.
Ihelm
the task force is convinced herbicides are a hazard to the population and the environment.

**People find out ines frame copertones cot the
got sick the next
of herbicide,

release

economically feasible.

of

y claims

the

not

See

nie

ee

2

weltnn

Maen

drops and
as low as possible
over the spray
site have not
mpedhnn R gge bk eyed
“‘When you're acrially spraying, there’s no way
» —
> spray on your own property,’’ Hoerle

t

reg
. residents of areas to be sprayed must be
given 24 hours to leave if they want to.
in an interview i
ee
ee
spokesperson Claudia Rohl-

said
L-P has a

policy of notifying a month in advance all landowners who live adjacent to lands the company is
going

to

.

. admitted the com

could not pin-

point the exact day, however,

weather condi-

—
a
See
araay ie
legally
, Change ‘‘from day to
as ths cae Ue Commissioner
office has required the companies
**14 extra requirements, over and

oat

quirements.”’
As an
companies to

y can
es
Urban said his
to conform to
above state re-

» Urban said his office
when the

ires the
velocity

rises above $ mph, whi
state regulations allow
spraying in winds up to 10
a
inaneher development, in response oa sult fi

ed in Humboldt
County Superior Court
erday
by two county landowners, Richard Welly and
Patricia. Burton, Judge Lawrence Truitt disqualified himself from hearing the case in favor of a
judge from outside the county.
At the same time, Truitt refused to issue an injunction that would have halted the
until the

ft
t 2z

tkorn

said he was afraid

streams
that people use for iheir water s
Mg
Morris said.
_
He expressed fears the monitoring would take
place only on waterways which supply potable
water for use by communities downstream from the
spray sites.
Morris said he was also concerned about the
length of time the herbicide would last in the environment.
Morris said the 24-hour warning notification required by the state is not long enough. Under state

Rohl-

the task force, said the timber companies and companies that spray 2,4-D tried to control the spray by
‘fine tuning.”

and

a

manual

monitoring,

would not do a thorough job on all the streams
affected by the spraying.
outs
be no somes of the small

jg

Wilhelm disagreed with timber
that

local timber companies conduct their own river and

stream

é

proof we need is
day" afer the lst avi

regulations.
“If he got strong evidence that
are being en» he could stop the spraying,’’
Morris said.
said such evidence would probably have to come from
the timber companies themselves, a possibility he said was
highly unlikely.
Hi
evidence of people who live in the
area
no difference (to Urban) at all,”’ he said.
Morris was also skeptical of the
to have the

grad
more costly to the state,’’ Glazer said.
Alba M. Gillespie, dean of graduate
studies, said the analyst has indicated
this

time.
**I think it violates the

that

ancl atenananiameetate
jucat

capability,’’ Gillespie said.

to
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By JOHN GREYDANUS
staff writer

An attempt by a local fisherman to
obtain a license for the commercial

harvest of sea lions has stirred up a

debate over how the sea lions effect the
North Coa:t fishing industry.

Glenn Councilman, a commercial
fisnerrnan, has spent oven
=
lew years trying to obtain a permit to
lions, but he said he realizes
harvest sea
**1°ll be 164 be. ore I get anywhere with
the federal government.”’
Sea lions are protected by the Marine
Mammal Protection Act of 1972. To
allow the commercial harvest of sea
lions would require an. amendment to
the federsl law, Cean Owren, of the

National

Zisheries Service in

Marine

Eureka, said.
‘Essentially he (Councilman) is applying for a permit to do something

that is against the aw,’’ Owren said.

commercial
act,
the
Under
fishermen may obtain a ‘‘certificate of
inclusion” whict. allows the shooting
of seals and sea iions if the animals are

interfering with the fisherman’s catch

Mary McClain

or gear.
In the past year Owren Fas handed
out only one or two such permits. But

he believes many more fishermen shoot

sea lions.
“The fishermen just don’t want to
bother with all the additional paper
work,”’ he said.
Councilman agrees.
**A fisherman doesn’t have time to

ee

Commercial fishermen contend the
lation has increased since
sea lion
and that it is having a
act
the 1972
on the number of

SEA LIONS — furry friend or enemy of the fishing industry?
Councilman believes he could utilize
the entire animal if he could get a
ene permit.
the hide would go into makHe
ing leather products, the carcass to difand cat
ferent processors (such as dog

and

food)

teeth

the

and

ivory

to

gunsmiths and jewelers.
**] don’t mean to annihilate them,”’

he said, ‘‘just bring the population

lion population
see
down.
**it’s like letting a horse loose in
and not doing anything
your
‘‘Every fisherman
about it,” he said.
like

to

about sea lions taking fish
ing line or from a net,”
said.“‘You have to keep a

has a
off a
Hunter

in the ocean just as you do on

—

Hunter said the fishing industry
would offer Councilman financial
if his project gets under way.
assistance
By commercially harvesting sea
to controlnthe
hopes lma
lions, Counci
ion and make money at
sea lion
the same

time.

“*First of all you have to look at sea

lions as the huge fish-eating machines

that

they

are,"’

he

said.

‘‘A

a lot of
can eat nd
sea lionpou
1,000-

fish in one day. If you have 75 sea lions
sitting at the mouth of the Klamath
you can figure out pretty fast that a lot
of salmon are being eaten.”

down to a reasonable level.
now if | shoot a sea lion
“Right
that’s in my gear i can’t do a thing with
nst the law. | think
it because it’s

it’s : shame to
use

kill something and not

it.”’

Councilman believes the sea lion
should be seen as another Northern
California resource.
“To me it’s like standing under an
fall
apple tree and watching the
use
and rot but not picking them
they look too pretty.
You have
fishermen working 15 hours a day and
going "ee while those sea lions are
get

fat.’’

‘

studies are limited on the
Alt
tion
have on the
effect sea
recent
of commercial fish,
reports cast doubts on the validity of
the commercial fishermens’ contentions against the sea lions.
for
Mike Hurder, a marine
and
the California Department of

study on the sea lions’ interaction with
fishermen.
Hurder said

salmon

and

herring

fishermen seem the most bothered by

sea lions taking fish off trolling lines or
out of nets.
In both cases the percent of the total
catch lost to sea lions was small. The
o—_ found only two percent of the
total catch of salmon was lost to sea
lions which took fish off trolling lines.
ft was also discovered that in the
river systems the sca lions’ presence
was re‘ated more to the spring run of
than to the salmon run. During fall salmon runs the sea lion is absent from the rivers.
A twostudy by HSU graduate
Bowlby also showed that
student
when sea lions were in the Klamath
River they were more interested in lam-

prey than salmon.

h observation

h

feeding

its and a_

of sea lions’

study of their

Since the lamprey, an cel-like marine
animal, is a parasite of the salmon,
Bowlby believes sea lions could be

beneficial to the salinon population.

Both Bowlby and Hurder said sea
lions do feed on commercially valuable
fish when feeding offshore. But they

said it is impossible to know how that

feeding influences fish populations.
Warren J. Houck, an HSU zoology
professor, said more studies on seal
and sea lion feeding habits are needed.

He added, though, that the present

studies

are

important

because

“The studies don't bear out what
this guy (Councilman) says.”
Houck also questioned the commercial feasibility of harvesting sea lions.

**1 don’t think the population could

support much of an industry.”

stomach content and scat (feces), ~ The only time sea lions were ever
Bowlby found that 96 percent of the harvested for commercial reasons in
was in the 1930s off
California
sea lions’ dict was lam
when
feeding occured in the Klamath River. Cape Mendocino.

Game in Eureka, headed a two-year
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957
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they

question the sea lions negative effect
on commercial fisherics.

Hutchins

Market

FIND OUT WHY OUR CUSTOMERS
KEEP COMING BACKII
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New computer to help campus’ efficiency
45 hours,"’ Mild said.

By EILEEN RORDEN
staff writer

Sek tee

man

een mid-August the HSU Conmmueer

jobs it might be 100 times

aster

“The ability to perform arithmetic
is extremely

great,’’

have classes that use the computer,”’
Mild said.

Mild

One of the many functions
of the
new CYBER will. be to compute

—.

seatedaiae 180 users
pyat one t oe
and we'll have the hardware to have 40

The usual process takes

CYBER

hours of computer
work.
ow

expect

gee haat

is statewide
a

a
procurement,
Mild said. The budget of the California

to

tl cotoaes

meson,

process,

part of two days,’’ he said.
Mild said onea the things that takes
a lot of manual time is correcting
mistakes made by students, such as
changing social security numbers.
Since CYBER will also be used in
certain classes, students who are enrolled in these courses will be better able to
see the benefits of the new computer.
“The students will obtain a terrific
benefit from the system only if they

This rating is based on the type of
work load at HSU. He said for some

—-

tatieeedta: eo

“It's still any, to take the better

ot
of f per Mformi ing t :
‘of
o
operations
second.
Don Mild, ddirector of the Computer
eats said the CDC CYBER 170-720
ximately 30 times as
erful
athe current Control Data
Computer

pon

requ

Mild said students probably won’t even
notice the difference.

cee

State University and Colleges system

was increased to accommodate iainstallment of the new machine on all 19
campuses.
new machine will be leased for

-

million with a pay-back period of

ers.
Expenses also include
$180,
for t
cooling
system
—eeny to keep the computer workin
While the old computer is removed
and CYBER 170 installed, from June
19 to Aug. 30, most terminals on camus will be shut down. However, those
jocated in Founders Hall and the
ane
Building will still work,

He added the mini-computer comeee
at
mente and
Angeles w:
su
to interru
tions du
that time.
r
R.J.
are, connote
of
academic computing,
hopes
eventually the students will see some
improvement with the installation of

CYBER.
grams that will bring

us upto dae, Bhe

Wilson said the computer will be used as an aid for instructors rather than
a replacement.
‘*It allows the instructor to get some
insight into instruction,’’ Wilson said.
**It allows the computer to be used as a
tool to really fine-tune the instruction
process.”’
He said the computer will give
statistics back on tests and will thus
allow the instructor to write more accurate tests.
Wilson also said they
go into areas such as

are planning to
drawing — which

would be helpful to the industrial arts

department — office automation and

budget

Campus Briefs
Soomak
ty tedquemianoOaf toda
ness on administration.

Annual
Open House
Tomorrow HSU will celebrate its annual Open
House.

H

ts include a
lunch on the
eee
“* eed
ryt
gb
ge
dancingat 12 noon on

Cypress lawn

pee

Gaereenre

eras

by the Redwood nion of the Sword at 1 p.m.; and
music and antics
by the Marching Lumberjacks

The conference was in the form of a com ter
game, ‘Popcorn
with Pizzazz,”’ which introduces
students to the business world 7 combining sales,
profits, marketing
and ad
simulated, popcorn business.

Professor

dies

Campus flags were flown at half-staff on Friday

in memory of Professor Wilmer Lloyd Bohimann,

Forum

=

from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m

Affirmative Action Board
An advisory board composed of educators, administrators,
students and citizens has been formed
to address the issue of student affirmative action at

HSU,
”
for Academic
ie PESenInE
CORE

cgasaaaiaa

Totes

eae

000 Xb adiitns to crm

(Coordinated Outreach, Retention
and

) Student Affirmative Action program, oer
=
ree Ce Seems oe
Fraps
a paminehaiap9 pt nha
oe panel
the natural resources and sciences areas

who died on Thursday followinga

Imann joined the HSU faculty in 19S8, and

Information booths will be open in the Goodwin

current chair of the Faculty Awards Com-

Born in lowa, he held a doctoral degree from the
University of Washington.
He is survived by his wife Gloria and three
children.
te
mn
ee
eee
ee

the year undergoing chemotherapy w
complications
set in last week, forcing hospitalization.
ae een
eee
ale Calas tee
Seminary,

Ootbena Calif.
Cent's94618.

6013

Lawton

Ave.,

High school teams from Eureka, Colfax and Car-

michael took top awards over the weekend in the

2

Grants

could

students, eliminated.

be

cindeete, Aimee

reduced

or,

for some

Basic Grant application
pro-

cessing Yor next fall is starting
Upon. the eligiotuty te a
upon, t
y figures

according
to Altman.

nationally thi
eo"
estimates

If you are concerned about the situation, Altman
ARES JOE 50 HUNG OR POT CORED
Ape
Senator Alan Cranston
Washington D.C. 20510

Sennen oo
S.1.

Congressman
Don Clau
2308 Rayburn House Office

Washington D.C. 20515

Forensic
team awards
HSU’s Forensic Team took sixth
over the
ao aecerteae
heehee
vents Tourna-

Sean

released
by Jack Altman, directorof financial aid.
The specific cutbacks are not yet known, but
Guaranteed Student Loans almost certainly will no

are

Washington tD.CC. 20310

tion in Towson,

Financial
aid cuts
Student financial aid programs will be cut back
by the federal government, according
to a statment

Popcorn
with Pizzazz

Basic

Ce exgilite to alt (OU

ves.

throughout
the day.
One of this
"s unique kinetic sculptures will
also be on
y in the industrial
arts department.

science,

ange

Maryland.

O'Rourke

captured

first mS in

separate events. He was
overall, incl
i
ion, “ae
cae
‘ooo Cerpeetas
communication
analysis, persuasion and informati
—
5
Team members Diene Smith and
vaig Shultz
made it to the quarter finals.

=

= OF
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Serving the Entire Humboldt County Arca

TIRES FOR EVERY NEED
Wholes
& Retail ale
Dealer for THE PERFORMERS...
QUALITY
BEST KNOFORWN

A Comp
Steck
of Tires fer Renerican - Foreign & Sports Cars & Tiuchs & R.V.s
lete
Chrome Wheels

| ag Wheels
Tires
: Receps
: Accessories

& BELTED & RADIAL TIRES x
COMPUTER SPIN-BALANCING
& REPAIRS-FREE MOUNTING
OPEN: MON . SAT 7 AMM. 10 PR SUN 8 AM . 10 Pte

carom 822-5291
2205 ALLIANCE RD

ALSO MOBIL

CREDIT CARDS

Ah, spring...
. spring has representeda
Throughout the
of now growth and
ote
—
rauirth
Gf
eissan

Even a rope tow would be nice.

¢ For the students who are bothered by the oc-

Van Duzer Theater, we suggest the persons who
create some of these displays be required to stand
least
— or at ty
next to them and claim responsibili
post a sign of explanation.

of this art
One student commented that some
wr os

ee

not go as far as to ask that the indian basket

displayin the library be changed.
We must face
cold reality — the baskets are here to stay. All we

ask (beg?) is that the curators at least consider

rearranging the baskets periodically.
© One of the greatest sources of embarrassment for many students is having to explain to

Letters to the editor
Walsh replies
Editor:
In response

need

to the letter

written by Tory Starr in
blication o
y, Casrentiote

your

Fools
n light of
|

the emot

of the
ramblings

Mr.

been

in other parts of the state that the most
friends
popular activity at HSU is hacky sack

author) I can only say that had

better put to use sewn together as a piece of con-

the aenendl sethlnds of cuunh

ceptual art — or how about throwing a few in with

the library basket display?
on campus in© One of the biggest annoyances
volves the numerous double glass doors. Why is

one side of these doors always locked?

Are we paranoid, or does it seem that every day

a different side of the door is locked? Who does

should establish a comthis? Perhaps the university
to pursue the matter.
mittee
The problem of dogs on campus could fill a

whole column in itself, so we won't attempt to pre-

sent solutions here. Suffice it to say we share the
aggravation of many at the “conceptual art” many
of the canines leave at various points on campus.

seus nadine you to think of a aa

your own

What would you like to see changed at HSU? More

parking spaces? Fewer power failures? Or just an

end to satirical editorials?

Seren the WAU commons
Eartor

Gonapng Cater

OT STATE UNIVERSITY
NELSON HALL EAST
ARCATA, CALIF. 99521
ck
NEWSROOM: (707) 626-3271
Demo 1079
AOVERTISING: (707) 626-3259
LAURA DOMINICK

remotely

Sr te Gna cos

sovaaanem,

ba Gelahermes

attacks | am sure would not
have found their way into your
publication.

in the future Mr. Starr, try

on the
to do a little research

subjects you wish to debate.

ei AB yn ga

is readily

|
oon aas Bo Bie Byte
tenn by this latest displa atin.

_

aiantion.

Danny Walsh
4th District Supervisor

student,

then

their

we

are

truly

sorry; sorry that such a rule
exists. Next they will tell us we
cannot provide part-time or
summer em
t to HSU
athletes without violating
some eligibility rule.
We feel that The Lumberjack owes an apology to all
service clubs and to the
Sunrisers’ Lions Club in particular for this injustice. We
do not receive much thanks
for the community service we
perform and certainly do not
deserve this adverse and unjust
publicity.
This allegation has jcopar-

dized

the

entire

scholarship

program, as we must
warn the recipient, ‘Do
accept this money if you
to participate in sports as
may then be ineligible.”’

now
not
plan
you

Dick Mondok

Sunrisers’

side

Law of the land
Editor:
Calvin Rube received a letter
marked
13 from
the
Humboldt Indian
Alliance
of HSU.
The said letter invited Rube,
as an indian Elder, to attend a
show
of Indian dancers,
ae
and regalia on April
Rube refuses to accept the
invitation. Reasons for the
refusal are explained in the
following enclosure.
According
to the first law of
the land which
was established
by the true creator
who
created the universe, the men
who are true descendants of
the true sacred and ceremonial
ground are the proper
indian
to perform
the
ceremonial dances.
When the true Indian headman
performs
the Indian
ceremonial dances at a right
time, for a pr
reason only,
at a true Indian ceremonial
ground, the results cause the

universal

covert or dishonest act by pro-

viding
an HSU

financial assistance to
student to help defray

it is a major part of every

vide scholarships

needy

and

worthy

and

aid

reasons,

Each year thousands
of dollars
are made available by these

organizations to students. who

whereby

regalia are used.

pro-

to

students.

to function

_ dian ceremonial dances at improper places, for im

the high costs df his education.
service club’s program to

power

normally. Sometimes the true
ceremonial headman performs
the Indian ceremonial dances
improperly. In that case the
natural resources act in a viceversa manner;
it becomes
desructive to self and others.
The same thing happens when
improper persons perform In-

Editor:
A recent article in The
Lumberjack has created quite
a furor and rings of sensationalism. The story intimates
that the Sunrisers’
Lions Club
of Eureka has performed some

a

These hundreds of little leather balls might be

Starr

help to complete

education.
If the Sunrisers’ Lions Club
is in violation of some obscure
NCAA rule by helping this

‘iFE

iz

3

someone reading their

:
;

@ §

it

— and force violators to spend 24

tcf

while all many students want to

a flood of pamphiets. HSU should

ij

| “‘pamphiet pushers” are bent on saving

3 TAB

i ltd

q

sity Center quad once in a while without being accosted by numerous pamphiet-bearing individuals
promoting a wide array of candidates and

Indian

Calvin Rube
Weitchpec
(continued
on next page)
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More letters to the editor...
of the GNP and Mr.
thinks that by
ng that fraction
he'll pump up the
EE oriald

Reagan

president lenety

oe

because

to...

Pte

tion,

became

yt

angry

nu

witha

deterioratin
economy, the

he

situa

rapidly

domestic

eagerly embraced the —
sticker rhetoric and bumper
bravado of the man running
against Jimmy Carter. ‘Gosh,

folks’’ cena. Simplification.
Nostalgia. Reassurance. The
product was
nstakingly
ully marketed

well. . .all the way to

economy?

Saat 90 perc

Finally, the reason Mr.
Reagan will soon fall sharply
from the graces of the
American people, El Sal
It is very true that the leftist in-

been collecting arms from all
over the Communist bloc. It is
very true that Castro has been
helping. It i
true that the
ee s in
agua have
ae arene the arms into El
is not true,
tn
that the ruling junta

on

Jose’

want,

the civilian

mander

defense,

of

the

i

ae

[

E

But,

for,

the State

is asking

Con-

aid, without the condition of
toward reform and
eget

and

comNational

uested
mi :

by

problem

is

political ae

correct
the old saying to state:
Bh rich
richer, and the

Seedail

economic
pg

they do

eaux

and

for

oak

Gan

and uncondi—. Pra

Secretary

and

of

James Watt,

tremists.

Ronald
promised
to
great
again?
make
Hey, presto.
MichaelJ. Evers
Eureka

Pro-professor

coming to a close due to ac- —

the

Board of the

By GRANT LINDEMANN

new

The recent attacks on prominent individuals in
this country have once again sparked a reflex reaction toward the control of rere.

of handguns and

States,

however,

it

ae
clear how unfortunate this reaction actual y
is.
Several common

misconceptions

The murder rate in a given country cannot
“easily’’ be reduced by any means current!
available,
and ready access to guns in a communi-

ty will not raise the ‘murder rate. The truth is, 99.8
percent of all firearms and 99.6 of all handguns
sold in the U.S. in any given year will not be involved in criminal activity. An even fewer number

'

Concord

and wish to expressmy opposition to such action whether it

CR

outright dismissal from
teaching responsibilities at

ae

termed

“lay

Professor

off’?

Jones

or

is

statement

a ge

‘Time

and

,
pong h Lymn ~
Gales

‘‘No

a
of

the the Redwonds co

a =
of

received
ae

money. The money that was

will unveil their

ven from the Sunrisers Club

been given to a graduate .

CR

who later graduated

The club donated $25 to telp
The club donated $25 to

niniatineainn ania

The Lumberjack +s lunded through advertising revenue, the Asseciated Students
ond the HSU jeurnaliom department, and is gubliehed Wednesdays during the
ucheel year, breaks eacepted. Mai subscrigtions
ere $2.50 one quarter, $1.40

each additions quarter and $5 for the year.

‘unfortunate’

of the 0.2 percent tS eae which
are used
ae
will result in injury to anyone.
Violent crime is a social problem, a complex
one. Fear of reprimand has always proved an effective eo
but due to the apparently increasi
of the courts toward
crimi
a
individuals have become quite in-

‘areer criminals are responsible for 75 to 80
percent of all violent crimes in the United States
and most of these people were on some form of

conditional or early release from prison.
Two to 3 percent of violent crimes result in con-

million individuals in the art of gun safety

through

nationwide hunter-safety programs. These programs benefit hunter and non-hunter alike, Sees
our Outdoor resources are shared by all. The rationale behind these programs is anything but
**Neanderthal.’’

in 1980,
the sales of

ly through federal excise taxes on
T tenes of firearms, 16.5 million

Americans contributed over $299 million for
wildlife habitat conservation, hunter-safety programs and the funding of a
fish and

ments.

Handgun

mg

tial amount to this fund.
i
ey
ope
ge
vation, we now have four times as many whitetail
deer
as in 1900, ive times as many ak a in 1910,

result in prosecution, conviction and punishment.

een lor
on. WwWWe must not fi‘orget eee ually
So wildly everyone Unban Vault.
ais

victions

with

suspended

sentences,

t punishment.
Persons arrested on e.
ie the city of New York ever goes
oy pha

Percent are not even prosecu
than 3 percent <f vichons aoa
orton will actually

a

ities $ percent
of all violent criminals are ever
soned in this country.
figures indicate that, in the area of violent
crime

control,

ed

The

our

true

weakness

lies

in

the

criminal justice system,
The National Rifle Association was also attackin

at

Advertising material printed herein is ter wiermotionsl purpeses and is net to be

other

ina

“Basement View"’ in The
berjack.
there were an estimated 20,000 murders
int
this a.
imately half of which incolumn stated, ‘‘Many of
aa murders
eo poe have easily been eliminated. .
.”” and “‘Ready access to
guns in a community will
raise the murder rate.”
h of these statement
are unfounded.

State University.

Tanis J. Toland

| am concerned about the con-

interesting.

Interior,

responsiblities

sequences of such a decision

t

guest writer

—

University. ra a

recent graduate of Humboldt,

Reflex reaction
Editor's note: All statistics cited in the following

ng

tions taken by the Governing

construed 8 on expressed a7 unplied endorsement or vorification of euch commer:
cial vertures by the staft, university or Aseeciated Students.

don’t stop
Communism

article are from the National Rifle Association.

I certainly believe that Pro-

fessor Tom Jones is a
tent instructor and a wie
educational resource at Humboldt. To lose Professor Jones
and
his teaching abilities
would truly be a great loss to
the educational experience
which should be available to
students in the California
State University —
i =
Editor:
courage re-evaluation a
It has come to my attention regubaldeoutan of any
ns
that the teaching career of on the part of the alee
ty to
Professor Tom Jones at Hum- dismiss or to in any other way
boldt State University may be anes
Professor Jones’

tion does not:
the spread of

Three

ex-

they realize Ihad the apportniy to take

editerial beard and are net necessarily these ef the stafl, the university er the
Assecisted Students. Signed editorials rattect the views of the euthor.

So
found that out in
iet Nam. The Communists in
El Salvador
can be defeated by
social reform: fairer taxes,

violent crime in the Un

Don’t

Mind,"’
which was
by Professor Jones,
one of the most intelleccourses that

dynamic and creative instruc-

the

ieee

what the Reagan Administra-

When we research the su

Communists;at

nast
environmental

Salvador to ‘‘help them.”’
These men seem to know

guns.

Maya

taught

of

they do not want US or other
foreign soldiers coming to El

with

policy.

{lian (in tam tow moniin, » Seis"
tions are
e keeOrganized
eeeand

Mr.

military,

ask

those
those

be

side. Anathema, anyone?

stated that their

Reagan is going to magically

Giving

environmental

That too should be a real treat.
Those pesky

as anytoend upon the losing

several

eospeumonts:s. Yeer ey buve
have

repeatedly

,000 CETA employees,

of
four

The

have asked

aid.

Department

These four men have been

interviewed

ams by $49.1 billion, lay

sup-

in chief
of the gress to vote for more

minister of
Vides

ieve that

and

economic

Armed Forces and vice president, Col. Jose’ Guillermo,

that

solution

the Carter
reform.

members of the junta badly

president, Col. Jaime Gutier-

rez,

a military

plants
social

tinEl

are

a ail the

ing.

in El Salvador Pen agpene
American military
to stop
the rebels.

Duarte,

new

Righ ts a
te cae U.S.
economic aid to El Salvador
only
if the much
needed
tical and economic reform
was forthcomi
Now,
has exclaimed
that El
vador must be
rescued from the evils of Coma
at all sate. t yee
not
wrong with preventing
the s
of Soviet influence
into
Latin America. The problem is that this new emphasis

surgents in that country have

Salvador.

F Seate

se
ane property
in
vador. It was
; of the
Carter
Administration’s

Hey, presto.

charge of the

mee

sapeets.

eagan

Lumberjack,

accused
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having

a

‘*Neanderthal”’ rationale.
The NRA sponsors $,200 Olympic-class toura
per an has trained 1. million Toren
fn proper marksmanship a
prevented
an untold number of in aes
instructing over 12

thin
everyone
started thinking
about placing restric”
tions on the general public’s access to
Yes, it is time; time everyone began
facts
of the issue; time for it then to appear on the
ballot; and time for us all to realize that penalizing

those

who like the taste of wild game

perforat
cn eoshonia

atte 6

help combat yoo

Such complex social
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HSU move to semester system considered
» HSU

was on the semester system. It

in the fallof

“There was a transition of those on the standard

““We've decided not to give McCrone a recommendation,”’ Alison Anderson, AS

t said.

“It is something the students
vote on.”
“There is no way to come to an objective and
cumulative decision,’’ Anderson said.

3
‘

Anderson said the SLC is con
on the next ballot,which will be in

=
&

provide the mechanism
opinions.

putting it
ly May,to

for students to give their

Opinions on term change differ

-

a
caiians & Goal te collaan aome chon
dent’s
it would be not
more than a
straw
and would not be very instructive

He said any vote on

By STEVE JARAMILLO
staff writer
There is no clear consensus either against or in
. Various faculty
of the semester
think of a number of
Members
and students

: favor

%

and disadvantages
to both systems.
‘
Alistair McCrone, with whom the deci= sion rests, would not say whether he was in favor of
5 sae.
=
‘*f think it would be improper for me to answer at
judging it,"’ he said.
E this time — that would be
However, McCrone
did say he thinks
the advan-

E tages of the quarter system don't
McCrone

outweigh the

is mainly concerned with improving

academic services .
**In the quarter system, there’s not enough time
— you need a chance to

must

of the CSUC system.
see ae com Op Se srenidene) Ie bn Sevan of : to
provide
think
about retthings.”
sad

said.

believes

t

‘

McCrone also said under the semester system the

© faculty has a better chance to get to know the
& students and

would

be spending

less time with

Anderson
said she prefers ‘‘power by consensus’’
Green,
chairman
of the
<
Professor Simon
in deciding the matter.
* Academic Senate, is in favor of the semester
“‘McCrone has been pretty
sible to other = system. He has been a student and an instructor
entities in this school — he truly
take into ac- = under both systems.
count the positions of other people,’’she said.
of

k.

[d=

626 G St.

%

Arcata

i

822-1072

Bs

generally enjoy t

*

He said there is no way you can make students %
utilize the extra aoe ne —
but that students %
0

°

Alison Anderson, Associated Students president,

said when the matter was discussed by the Student &
Legislative
Council it was about half and half in =
favor of the semester system.
.
Because
of this split, the SLC didn’t want to give &
the president a recommendation. Anderson
ifs
they came out in favor of either system about half =
the student population would be upset with thes
Richard Ridenhour, dean of the School of &
Natural Resources, perhaps best exemplifies thes
division on the subject.
“As an administrator | prefer the semester =
system, but as an instructor | prefer the quarter %

system,’ Ridenhour said.

Reasonable expenses & Travel
Concentrated
study in Taiwan
Extensive course listing
ENTRY
Full university credit

DATES: 4/1-6/12; 6'15-0/4; 9/21-12/18
First Querter: Tuition $780; Housing $200

Accepting applications for all quarters
For Free information:

Chinese Language and Cuttural Studies

P.O. Box 18563 Long Beach,
CA 90816 Telephone: (213)697-2361

é

/sunwe Bak

MARKET

WESTWOOD SHOPPING
SUNNY BRAE CENTRE
ARCATA
CENTER +‘ ARCATA
HOURS
6 em. te 16 pm. 7 Beye
A Week

.

:

**1 didn’t think there was quite the burn-out of %
the students in the quarter system
as in the semester %
system," Ridenhour said. ‘“‘But my experience =
—
in it (the semester) has been very
minimal.”’
ss

CCS OFFERS:

wees

Check our automotive supplies. . . We'll be good to you.

speedup,”’ the assistant history professor said.

Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
$

10% OFF automotive supplies
with student 1.D. except
sale items

“I’m strongly in favor of semesters — educa- %
tionally it is much more sound,’’ Green said. ‘‘You #
get to know the faculty better.
‘
“The quarter system is fundamentally az

¢ T,,

finkCat 9850
~~ 443...9329

-
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Station managers favor

FCC deregulation
mercial load and news commitment
will stay the same.
“Our
onenane
to —
e
tremendous, it is
sought a
our viewers,’’ he said.
Kerry Krueger, general manager of
Ces
ara
——
foresee apa
ges in programming as a result

By STEVE JARAMILLO
staff writer

Local

radio station managers are
y in favor of recent Federal
ommunications
Commission

deregulation but feel it will have little
effect on
ming content.
The dereg
went into effect on
April

+ rueger
pomp
to change the the station's
stai
format ‘‘would be suicide.”’
He agrees with the FCC’s contention

3.

The FCC no longer requires stations

to provide a et
tainment report, which

needs asceris a listing, by

that the pressures of the marketplace

station, of the 10 most pressing pro-

will maintain the quality of programming.
“‘There are very few stations that

blems = “ og aa
the ran
operating in the ‘‘public
interest.’’
Sta-

don’t already exceed the

~~ also aaa have to keep logs
of programming.
In addition, the FCC dropped its
guidelines on the amount of commer-

cials and non-entertainment programs
a station should air.
The previous guidelines called for
AM stations to offer 8 percent of air
time to non-entertainment programs
and FM stations to offer 6
t. The

guidelines also recom

“long overdue’’ but it doesn’t go far

a
og
the 0
superfluous
agreed
that most stations were

no more

than

18 minutes of commercials each
r.
The new ruling
will leave it to the

oo
of

to

“a

“‘They (the FCC) found that radio
were not even meeting the
maximum commercial times,’’
Hoff
said. ‘‘Here locally, 1 doubtif it’s five
minutes per hour.”
Hoff said the broadcast media
should be treated the same as the print

programs

ul cient willan‘‘reduce
reduce tthe

paper

-

work...without having
a substantial
adverse impact on public interest,” ac-

ugo fan n, oer
station
manager o f
“ls
KINS-AM, ‘‘welcomes the deregulaa

-

said it a

"oO

or

media.

‘am con-

tent woul remain
Gaal
the a
“I see no change at all in our
market,"’ Papstein said. ‘‘Our com+>

WW

\s0i0

eb

ee

|

ole

bse

MALLE
Wha
Cte amelie
ee te

ee

Rules such as equal time and

the fairness doctrine ‘‘stifle dissent’’
and amount to ‘‘de facto censorship.”*
“The solution is to get a
tutional amendment,’’ Hoff said. ‘I’m
convinced if our forefathers could have

*‘lighten the
t

were
with Krueger
already ex-

ceeding the old guidelines.

ne what oe

non-entertainment

nes,””

Krueger said. ‘‘Would you listen to a
station that played 30 minutes of commercials, 20 minutes of news and only
two records an hour?”’
James Hoff, station
of
KRED-AM,
said the legi
is

envisioned radio they would have included it in the First Amendment.”’
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rides politics to

Chesbro
r job

county

vehicle available to them to stop it.

ith

“*| was very

what the Boardof

ngwe
did last Tuesday. It’s wrothat
we were concerned
*t give the people the fi
about their health and safety by issuing some kind
Chesbro’s concerns were not always so complicated. His first bout with red tape come av 8
member

the early 1970s.
“Mostly, it was entertaining,’’ he said.
s
were involvcohort
Chesbro said he and
when
battle’?
political
little
ous
“notori
one
in
ed
they tried to change the name of the mascot at HSU
qj
from Lumberjack to
and old“it raised the ireof all kinds of alumni

city cour.cil),”” the
or said in a recent interview.
with the city (Arto my involvement
cata) with a great deal of fondness. But it was
definitely time tc move on.”
has taken on is dealing
-_
The

about tradition. We
timers who were
mostly did it for entertainment — it wasn’t that
serious, but the reaction was very serious,’’ he said.

From

SUPERVISOR
Wesley Chesbro
Last June, the voters of Humboldt County turned down an initiative to ban the aerial application
the

Chesbro said the county has ‘‘foggy and inconsis-

guidelines regarding what is and isn’t allowed

of 2,4-D.

issue.

in development oo.

The other district issue concerns improvements of
Old Arcata Road.

Chesbro

—

and

while

equestrian

allowing
lanes,

for

from

he

and

fellow

still engulfs
Supervisor

Eric

curring.

the supervisor

the 2,4-D issue is removed

said

controversy

ocf ying residents in the vicinity that the spraying is

bicycle,

“The knowledge that the spraying is taking place
le the choice so if they don’t
would simply give
they have a choice to not
y,
vicinit
the
in
be
to
want

“‘People have in mind, because of past proposals,
the impression of a huge project. I'd be the last one
to support a project which would alter the rural
character of the road.”’
Alt

However,

Hedlund suggested at last Tuesday’s board meeting
the supervisors should become involved with ‘‘noti-

The project adds three feet of paved shoulder

road,

be there,’’ Chesbro

said.

The suggestion was defeated 3-2.
“I’m very concerned about the frustration level

his

that is building up over the spraying. The people
se

‘0 considers it to be a ‘‘very difficult
district,
issueo—_- — not for me, but for the board as
a whole."

who live in the areas are very frustrated becau
legal
they don’t want to be sprayed, but there’s no

Sequoia Auto

Supply

on foreign and domestic car parts

Foreign Car Parts

off to various political
int as director of the

Center, and soon became

‘‘in-

Arcata se9 om st. 922-2411
Eureka 215 atn st. 442-1786
t 9-

gotten elected without them.”
Four years later when he was re-elected, he had

support from a much broader segment of the com-

munity, he said.
Politics is not his whole life, he claims, and he
doesn’t want to further his political career.
**{’m not interested in any other level of politics.
My main motivation for being involved is the community | live in. When you get to high levels,
politics become your entire life. There's a lot of

other things to do with one’s life besides politics.

County government is bad enough in that respect.
political point of view (en“Frankly, with my
| don’t think there's
ation),
conserv
vironmental
anyplace else that | could be elected besides Arcata

and the 3rd District, which happens to be, I think,

one of the most progressive communities in the entire country.”’

$2.99

price effective thru April 20

PLAZA SHOE SHOP
BOOTS A Qs

REPAIRS

Featuring:
Redwing

MecKinleyville 2015 central ave. 639-1786

‘| guess | beat Victor Green (current councilmember) by a couple of months. He was disapthan
| wastyou
d tha
nted when he founout
gly.
im at the time | was elected,”’ he said
He added most of his support in the 1974 election
came from students and insists he ‘“‘wouldn’t have

13th & G St., Arcata

at 7th & E in Eureka and Arcata store

Mon-Fri 8-5

he was

volved in a myriad of environmental issues.”
In 1974, at age 22, he became Arcata’s youngest
city councilman, an honor that was recently

to come up with a land-use plan
development, but at
the rural character and the
the same time
resources — the timberland and also the
tural lands and flood plains,’’ Chesbro said.
“It doesn’t sound like that big of a deal but this
county has been moving slow in all land-use planning,” he added.

the

there,

Arcata

at the moment, he said.
two
The first issue is the Jacoby Creek and Bayside

along

of the HSU Student Legislative Council in

Birkenstock

Shakti

Santa Rosa Buffalo West Coast.
On the Plaza in Arcata

822-1125
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The soggy conditions of the track gave the Lumber-

*s, 110-62.

that took place

if |

t *
of the
's defea

eld

it rained

a

staff writer

ey:tee
Fe

By JOHN MAZZACANO

a.
ied

the races

a
i

A day at

TT
oe
‘

5

al

x

Photos by
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ee

Warner

and

=
"
Jim

q

wt

the 0 ae

eatin 1s Wiebe alk wiki
to send the case to the. probation

; ine progam
wen
sn

i
| for criminal of-

- Arcata are first referred to
meets with the youth's
discusses the individual’s

and the possible consequencesof

&

in.

The year-long

counseling,

program
a work

gr

provides

The poll

til June it through
hoe
the Juvenile
Justice Fund. The Arcata City Council

lea few parents get defensive and

take the attitude that something is being done to their child — they try to ex-

t

am,a gigerenion,

will have to decide how to

ding when the current
information

about

oth
with

fun-

expires.

the

available by calling we”

Graduate tution possible

The quality of instruction in

in a poll conducted
in December,
students said the number-one quality
an HSU instructor
needs is to be an
“able lecturer, teacher and com-:

oe

view the criminal incident as a blessing

in po goood because it provides a reason

peers and students would improve the
quality of instruction.

staff writer

”

alas

to

program

has choices

"tion parents coperate with he

lost
ts cooperatewith the program, Slodder said, and some parents

Poll rates prof. qualities
By RANDY CASSINGHAM

few g $ practically

‘in most institutions it’s from 80 to
“ge
she said.
sis only
the
program prov
ure
counseling, the ye
referred to outside agenciesif

ie hand tee tar said Pro
family

ais

90

gress
peer
are doing. We also look at any alcohol
or drug abuse.*’

ee

is between.7
and 10
‘that’
Soheand of,

8
Stodder

Stodder

alten arin
what his family relat

alan

was rated ‘

en

_

oun”

oe ‘*fair,”’ —

Hrt@d

ts. Neue 38
came was ‘‘ade-

WO

age Le

none of the

was mailed to a random

Se

en.

There were

responses received by
ian

sinoeictetie

te

agp

tee”
cerning

Legislature

ding’ and enone with subject
At the bottom of the list_of ee
—

evaluator of perfor-

Other qualities at the bottom of the
list were ‘‘well organized and
»”

“highly

motivated

to in-

and

Olte 1

**flexible,

open

and

he respondents, 72 percent said
at least 50 percent of the faculty at
HSU had the desirable characteristics
listed. aoe
Feary
of =
respondents
t
a quarter o
the faculty had those characteristics.
Almost
a
a
of the

and evaluation

periodic

meme
ee

review

tenes by

final

cigs con- Sacramento, Cal

decision

the

might take on the analyst’s

Senator Be

Keene

CSSA is urging campuses to make

orcad

= Fy

We’ve got your eapel

pus.

— 67 percent thought
dogs should

“a.
— 58 percentt
t the cam
carillon should be continued, while 28

Typesecung services ottered to any campus

struct,”’ ‘sense of humor and humility’’

any

organization. Allow 5 days tor all jobs. Contact

The poll was
by
Bloom, research coordinator for Student Services.
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Fateof semester , Quarter
under the semester.

ee

a

to 24 percent.

system ‘undeci
ded
s

s
He also thinks the office of admissionand

Come te Os eeitanter tay i hove an offectaoe ~ eae Se - eo —— .

records could operate more efficiently under the
weWe're operating On an inadequa
baseteto serve

there b 8
the extra

a quarter system,” Hannegan
on nts
the stude
said.‘‘I can think of a number of areas where our

explained that under the quarter s
formula that adds staffing
for

-Under the semester system there would

some reduction in staff.
He doesn’t think this will necessarily result inlay-

offs.

“That's

. but most likely there will be

enough staff

turnover,” Hannegan said. ‘‘We'll

just not fill a vacancy or fill it for a temporary

time.”

she fe eK

$1.50 with skate rental

Hair Cut Special
(HSU Students)
Men

37.00

Women

89.00

Cut and Styling
By Cindy and Joyce
Arcata Hairs
877 9th St. 822-3912
(NEX1 10 MARINO'S)

EXPIRES
JUNE 30

eeececeeeeososesooceson!

hen”
Fool's Jooles
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F USMS
EET
AND ROLL
POSTERS
© BUTTONS

PREGNANT

AND DISTRESSED

HELP 1S AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE!

i

eae ae
ie facu yy of
ituation

Dobkin said.

are .
NR has been

the

said

ms
job

service would leaprove in the semester system.”

“The jobs are frequently
the type
type that run late into fall. Fie control jobs run until the frst good

university sooner.

would be likely to occur is in the 1983-4

Hannegan
that under the semester
system
students could be notified of their acceptance to the
Another area of concern is the reaction of the

McCrone said that the earliest oe
_srocere,

So Sayles)

Senay

Senger
sere

year.

Neve

natural resource students. NR students make up 30 —_ made up their minds,"” McCrone said. “‘If it turned

percent of the student population.

out that we wouldn't gain a hell of a lot then we

“Traditionally they feel it is a disadvantage to _ would hesitate to make a

Hannegan said it would be cheaper
to operate have an early start in the fall because
they would

$1.00 with own skates,

tons 0 aesath's emplevasent,

. We don’t want to

make a change for the sake of change.””
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Lagoyo enchants with virtuoso performance

French classical guitarist gives 90-minute show
guitar with no
music. The

played a classical
amplifier, but had

By TIM BINGHAM
staff writer

Jean-Pierre Rampal on flute and
Claude Bollingon piano. He did thisin
order to ‘‘break down the wall between
classical and jazz musicians’* that he
said he feels exists.

near-capacity crowd reacted favorably

and gave hearty applause.
**You begin to drift away,"’ is how
after
it
put
e
one member of the audienc
fornhis innovative
Lagoya is know
seeing Alexandre Lagoya p‘ay at Van
hand and his fingers
Fl<
Duzer Theater Friday night.

a
The French classical guitarist thi fae
at this, his
90-minute solo perf performance
curent
stop of his
last North American
tour.
:. a fingers
Although he may be unfami
many Americans,
ya is a
fessor at the National Conservatory

Paris and has

ae

; to

stroll

ines

played in dozens of

Ay

countries, including the Soviet Union.

s while strum| During,his
last

Cial y

of his’ right

lik demanded
i

7O#*™

©,

Si

ani

AeasOye

age

first started to play guitar at

8

old and gave his first concert by

the

time
he was

13.

teaching since
he was 15.

He has

been

Thursday
eo
the!
gave a guitar work
hand seeme
Y f2 in}Goodwin Forum and had this to say
encore
p
and * a

The

femarr
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about students:

.

**The whole of humanity

is chang-

ing. Students are getting better and bet-

4et.

Innovations

are

ing and

ae more
ane students on the Se
in”
He told the Communist gov
isticated
than
students
50 years
that country that he would never
play
ned
there again until it was out of
At the end of the press conference,
He will continue his current tour in is English, but Lagoya sald he fas he ee
jokingly remarked about all
Lagoya
—
y and Northern Europe next can speak to the
through
the in- the questions he normall:
receives
ternational language of music.
about
his
innovative
right-hand
Lagoya started off the concert by
Though his repertoire consists of method
playing “‘Two Short Dances,”
ying on the right is the capitalist
st
classical music, he recently way,”
Py
Gaspar Sanz, a 17th century
said.
a
jazz
album
with
his
friend
, he
guitarist . Dressed in a t

|

eee

ks five and SOpM

Opera companies te amup to present classics
By LEE MAXCY
staff writer

tie

The Humboldt Light Opera Company and the
Humboldt State Opera Workshop teamed up for
the first time to present two one-act Italian operas
Friday night.
They will be performed again at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday in Gist Hall Theater.
The first opera, **Cavalleria Rusticana,"’ was
presented by the Humboldt State Opera Workshop.
Jean H. Bazemore directed while James Stanard, an
HSU music professor, provided musical direction.
The story takes place in a Sicilian village on
Easter morning. A lady, Santuzza, falls in love with
Turiddu, a local man. Turiddu had pledged his love
to another woman, Lola, before he had gone off to
become a soldier.
When he returns, though, he finds Lola married
to another man. In his grief he takes Santuzza as a
lover until he discovers Lola still loves him. The
opera begins here.
The audience, which filled about half of the
theater, sat intent while the story unfolded before
it.
Carol Ann McWhorter did a beautiful job as
Santuzza. She put feeling into her character and
ee the part with
allowed the audience to yoo
her. Her voice projected well and held emotion and

passion when it was needed .

GERALD BECK and Carol McWhorter pertorm
in Friday's presentation of “Cavalleria
Rusticana.”

The rest of the cast was equally good with Gerald
Beck portraying the other man, Alfio; James
Stanard as Turiddu; Julianne Pickett as Lola; and
Lucia, Turiddu’s
Marjorie Mitchell as Mama
mother.

chbacked

clown

and

Peppe

(Peter Sorensen)

is

another troupe member. Silvio (Mark Cleveland) is
Nedda’s lover.
Van Peh did a good job portraying Canio. Van
Pelt gave the character that added touch of humanity that invoked sympathy

from the audience.

Spencer as Nedda sang beautifully and was versutile. She was able to portray both the beautiful
Nedda and the comical Columbine well.
Sorensen was delightful as Peppe and later as the
character Harlequin. Sorensen played with the audience in the second act, dancing and singing with
comic joy.
Astrue played the part of the hunchback well.
Cleveland was touching as Nedda’a lover.
Overall, the two productions were marvelous, a
good evening of entertainment. The language
(Italian) wasn't a barrier because the story lines
were provided in the programs.
The set, designed by Gerald Beck, filled the stage
without it appearing cluttered.
The lighting, designed by Larry Weber and
Stewart Washington, complemented the actors and
the movement

on stage.
‘

My MICHELLE BUTCHER
aff writer

Ugo Betti was a humanist

Pacific Art Center
captures ideals
in new production

The second opera, ‘* Pagliacci,’’ was performed
by the Humboldt Light Opera Company. The
has been in
group is a community organization that
existence for cight years.
Francine Tuft Peterson directed with musical
leadership given by E. Michael Livingston.
The story concerns a roving band of players
which comes to town. Canio (Philip R. Van Pelt) is
a jealous husband. Nedda (Karen Spencer) is his
beautiul wife. Tonio (Robert Astruc) is a hun-

who believed that

men of character strive for mercy, trust, compas-

sion and a goal of salvation.
Director Toodic Dodgen has captured this
philosophy and brought it out in the Pacific Art
Center's production of “The Queen and the
Rebels.**
The play is a dynamic story of a queen who
falls from grace and of a woman of a less-thanracious lifestyle who manage to find salvation
n spite of a war and revolution.
Linda
Agliolo,
who
portrays
the main
character, does the part justice with a commen-

dable performance of the overanxious and pro-

miscuous Argia.
Pamela Lyall, as Queen Elisabetta, docs an
outstanding job of executing the impression of
hysteria and paranoia Betti was trying to convey.
However, Gordon Townsend sicals the show

with an excellent performance as The Traveler.
Townsend's stage presence is fantastic. He appears as comfortable as if the part was not a
dramatization.
The setting, which is unchanging throughout
the play, represents a rather dismal and dingy
room, apparently negiccted, but being used as a
headquarters for revolutionists.
Scene and light designer Mickey White has
enhanced the scene by keeping the lights dim
throughout most of the performance. Even the
temperature — chilly — was characteristic of a
large unused building. It was a bit too authentic
and a heavy coat is a good idea.

Overall, it was a successful showing and can
only improve with cach performance.
The play will be presented at 8 p.m. cach Friday and Saturday at the center, 1251 Ninth St.,
Arcata, thru May 16. For ticket information, call
822-0828.

Bonzo
Reagan monkeys around in vintage film
By CATHERINE MONTY

(Diana Lynn) to act as

Bonzo’s mother. Alll three fall in love and begin a
beautiful famil a.

_
for i.
paler te al ao
inematheque
were once again am
this unlikely fairy tale.
In ‘*Bedtime for Bonzo,"’ Reagan
rays
Peter Boyd, a psychology professor at Sheriden
‘
As
4 rm
is accused of having criminal

oe — ——
an a
pa
aphne
ing parents, rides into town on his tricycle
steals a necklace from a jewelry store.
Boyd is naturally accused of the theft and is
later cleared by the appearance of Bonzo and the
return of the necklace.
Reagan began his film career in the late 1930s

his request to marry the dean’s daughter.

tor of Cinematheque, said at the beginning of Fri-

Lynn and a chimpanzee in a movie entitled ‘‘Bed-

©

He hires Jane L

staff welter
In 1951, Ronald Reagan starred with Diana

tendencies inherited from his father and is denied
Boyd then sets out to prove this theory wrong

and win the hand of his love by experimenting on
child development with the
s chimpanzee,
Bonzo.

One of the highlights of t

movie occurs when

with ‘Love is in the Air,’ Steve Newmark, direc-

day’s matinee show.

“‘His career dwindled in the 'S0s and ended in
1964 with ‘The Killers,’ ** Newmark continued,

“then he got the bright idea to go into politics.”’

eputed metalsmiths display works
By JENNIFER BROWN

The 13 metalsmiths

staff weiter

A ctned

—

are

ted are

Stephen Bondi, Connie
Brown,

one
WoO 0}

Chuck

Srieaees.

many

soe

Evans,

Hasselschwert,

Brauer, Leslie

peek

Va

Marilyn

—

nk,

Joan

metal art works on display in the Na- Mandeberg, Alan Revere, Doug
tional Metals Invitatational
the Reese Steakley, Munya A. Upin and Linda

Bullen Gallery.
“The artists represented

have na-

tional reputations in the art world,’
David LaPlantz, HSU

art professor,

said in an interview. ‘‘They were in-

vited because
of their diverse aesthetic
attitudes and the high quality of their

work.””

The art of metalsmithing

involves

two different processes, hot and cold.

The hot process involves soldcring, us-

pn

ag to join the =
ng

A oe

ure plays a major

in determining its workability.
The cold proces
in contrast
s, to the

Weiss.
The pieces are made from materials

hot, uses no heat but connects the
metals using instruments such as rivets

titanium,

been created by utilizing one or both of

which

include gold,
brass,

silver, copper,

plexiglas,

enamel,

iron, and synthetic and real gemstones.

Wearable
— rings, pendants
and neck pieces — and raised vessels

are displayed at the exhibit.

and screws. Pieces in the exhibit have

these two processes.

“*All of the work is pleasing to the
cye,"’ LaPlantz, curator of the event,

said. ‘‘The objects can be appreciated

in both a utilitarian and aesthetic way.

Srerpens as Gavive pleasure from this

art

form.

What

out of the show

each

past experience

individual =

on his or

background.”

A photogrofaph
each artist and a

personal sitecmem cnpenng
art work accompany

metalsmith’s display.

Gallery hours for the exhibit, which

runs th
April 24, are Monday
——_ Friday, 9 a.m. to $ p.m. and

Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

1027 “I” St
Arcata
Retween 10th

& ith Streets.
622-6264

|

oat ttcbearrete Sree

Happv Easter !!!

fn

Veterans Educational Assst- | THB ARMY COLLEGE GEMERTS
for col
:
PerMo. 2Ym. 3Ye.
4Yn.
matched twoorone by the [ewrasg, oY a" HH" Seam
government. Then,
if you qual-

}2-f0r-1

$200

ify,one
only the Army will add up. Final.
ae

Army Adds:

dial Only the fnew an
Call 800-42 j -4422.

In Califor

nia, call 800-252-0011. Better
yet, look in the Yellow Pages
under “Recruiting”

$4800 $5.400

$5,400

$100 $7,200 $4.10 $8 100

Total Benefits

$4,000 $12,000 $12,000

$15,200 $20,100 $20,100"

“Maximum een

of sweaters, tweed jackets,
4 ties

and

many

other

the program

"Certain 4-year enlistments can get you as much as

$25,100

The Irish Shop invites you in to
sce our beautiful Spring selection
hats

for college

beautiful items from
Iceland, Ireland and Scotland.

Gr Alt You CAN BE...
For information Call: SSG Talavera 525-4379

Gis o
each

320 2nd St., No. 1A, Eureka

443-4343
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Taste of British Isles
brought here by ‘Boys’
In 1979 Tich Richardson, Dave's
brother, joined the group and Robin
Morton left.

"iu
almost taste the ale and

hear the din Peer

ig

No Boys

t to

a taste

a
culture of Scotland,
and the Shetland ees
The Boys of the
‘‘lock’’), a group of fourmusicians
have toured extensively on
jobal
scale. They have been to Ame ca 18
times and have visited countries such as
Norway, Sweden, France and most of

the other West European countries.

The band
nally consisted of
Cathal McConnell,
Tommy ane and
=
Morton. The
yed
wets a loose
in i caeIn
K after some personnel
c'
record, Dave Richardson

one

1573,

who

was

a4

Seige
othe,
estival
we
together

tt
part

So.
Sarno
veaeioen See we
=."
Boys decided to play on a
basis. cre ae
aianet
retinas
ree to oe on
preen in their homei

The instruments they play are both
range
traditional and unique.
from the penny whistle to the cittern.
The cittern, a combination of the bod

of the cithara (a Port

guitar) wit

a long neck and eight strings, was
designed for Dave Richardson. by

~

Stetan Sobrell.

McConnell is from Northern Ireland

and plays the penny whistle and flute.

)

He is also the only member of the band
that sings. McConnell began playi

-

penny whistle at 11 years old ai

y 1S he ere
to the flute.
ioe then he has become one of the
best flute and whistle players in

ireland.
Blain plays all kinds of fiddle music

including jazz and seen.

His main

interest, though, still lies in the music

of his own country.
“It’s music people can

partici

.
in,’’ Blain said in a telephone interv
Dave Richardson plays the tenor

banjo, concertina, cittern and mandolin. His interest in traditional music
was sparked when he was first introduced to his native music.
Tich Richardson, Dave's brother, is
the newest and youngest member of the
band. He plays the guitar for the band.

Soe

atin

eames

Lewoiaetna
This a
vag group to perform
more difficult Scottish tunes that are
traditionally accompanied
by the

—oes
eum y

present

hiaalea,

tour

took

it

Washington and

ae.
it will travel sout * San
ae
across the Midwest to the
East Coast and then back to Los
before heading back home.
Boys of the Lough were lively
and aarmea when they performed here
1 5. They charmed the audience
with their music and their wit.
Mc-

Connell shared with the audience bits

and
with

of his culture interspersed
humor.

The band established a warm rappore with its audience and seemed to
ke the audience as much as the audience liked the group. Its music was
lively and foot
. and by the end
of the first show had the audience clapping along with the beat.
The Boys of the
have recorded seven albums. rhinos album is
called ‘“‘Wish You Were Here.’’ The
capes ats Sean on Oe Philo and

Humboldt CalendarWed., _— -

BALLET: See Apri 17.

ae

ee

8

om,

UC.

$2

CLASSICAL GUITAR: Steve Berman and tan Mitchell, 6:15
a

on

See

Thurs., April 16

$2.50

general,

ROBERT

eb

Humboidt

CRAY GAND: See Apr 16

$1.26

" by Redwood Concert

SLIDE SHOW: “Piants of the North Fork of the Smith River’ by

Sun., April 19
FULM: “King’s Row,” 7:30 p.m., Founders
Hall Aud. $1.90.

Tom Jemerson, sponsored
by Friends of the River, 7:30 p.m..
Science 135. Free.
ROBERT
CRAY BAND: 9:30 p.m.. Old Town Bar & Grill.

ee

Pam:

Fri., April 17
Ariene Blum, 8 p.m., Kate Buchanan Rm

PUM: “Laura,” 7:30 p.m., Founders Hall Aud. $1.50.

“Return
of the Dragon,” see April17

Mon., April 20
a

Apri17

CONCERT: “Fickle
Hill Band,” 6 p.m., U.C. Rethskeliar. $2

THE SPROUTED

6:15 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall

ae

ey

SEED

Vegetarian Cuisine
: Dinner
Breakfast - Lunch
Monday—Friday 7 a.m.—8 p.m.
Saturday (Brunch) 8 a.m.—2 p.m.

1604 G Street

Arcata

Don’t be
left behind!
Plan your Summer
travels today...
air-rail-cruises
TOURS - RESORTS

age

GB) anson creor canoe acceoreo cae
ALi

TRAVEL

APRANGEMENTS

DESIGNED FOR

OU

— ARCATA

822-1787
ess stot

CUREKA i

443-2704
Humboldt Tou: & Travel

Market

wn

ints

Ponts

Cuervo Gold Tequila

760 mi.

Lejon Champagne
Popov Vodka

Rael

specials expire

ee

$ 6°
$ 2°° $40
$7*
$g0
4-22
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Football and track get ‘Moore’ than bargained for
By JOHN MAZZACANO
staff writer

on foot'

Moore
» he hasn’t

third year of eligibility,

football

have his future
ts set
Jo In his
too bad in track.

Moore is expected
to be a

**When I first came to HSU,
to play football,’’
Moore said.
all those football guys out there
knew I could beat, I decided to

conference threat in both the 100- and 200-meter

Grasping the title as the FWC’s fastest won't be
that easy, t

But what’s most Snigoeny beg HSU sprinter
Garrett Moore is that, even
he’s rated one
of the top Far Western Conference runners, track
runs second to football on his list of priorities.

**Football is my first love,’’ Moore said. ‘‘The

only reason why

I run track

football game a lot better.”’

is that it makesmy

. Moore

bowed

Moore red-shirted last year during HSU’s foot-

to Hayward’s

ball season but came back during track to place second in the 200 in conference.

The 200 was eee
dave with Smith winning in
21.9 and Moorefi nishing second at 22.0.
Currently, Smith is the top-ranked sprinter in
the conference with Moore second.
Actually the two rivals are evenly matched. This
is because Moore beat Smith on Hayward’s track
last season.

ped at the tape.”’ he said.

“*1 was leading the whole race and then got nip-

“*He’s usually

seremdte tenabanr’s BU mata mameee
“When 1 dodge and get in the gaps, it’s all
er.
It should be interesting to see what kind of end
zone dance style Garrett will choose.
Upon
uating from HSU with a business

degree,

yd

ready for me because he’s been in

rom there, Moore competed in both track and

fa

—
with Chico State
y in
ureka.
After losing the first game 4-3 and trailing 3-1 in
the bottom of the sixth of the second game,
pinch
hitter Kim Garl stroked a triple to score Chen
Clark and Tina Johnson. However, on an appeal

y at second base, Garl was called out for miss-

ng the bag and credited with a
On the ensuing me.
drive to left field. Two Wildcat
ed enabling
the ball to roll and
*Jacks
an insurance run

single.
lifted a line
out
s collidroll and roll. The
moments later on

catcher Debbie Beumeler’s RBI single.

in the first game, luck was not on the Lumber-

jacks’ side. Battling

back from a third-inning, 4-0

deficit, HSU whittled
the lead to 4-3 but a
running mistake ended a last-inning rally.
Clark, a o euakdd ena canned beth club’s
leading hitter,
pitched and com
games.
As mound ace, she’s compiled a 3-4 record with an
earned run average
of under two.
The results of the twinbill left the ‘Jacks with a
4-6 conference record and Chico State with a $-7
mark. Both teams are fighting for fourth place

and a possible regional playoff

berth.

plates reading G-force

‘I’ and G-force

Outdoor Center rentals double,
windsurfing outing planned

‘Jacks split twinbill

Center fielder Lynne rrp
& solo home run
broke a 3-3 sixth-inning
tie and lifted the women’s
softball team to a 5-3 victory and a split of its

to try out with the Seattle

But before the current track season is over,
Moore has a couple more moderate goals in mind.
“I'm definitely
ing for nationals this
season,”’ he said. ‘‘I’ve already qualified for the
conference.”
And there is no doubt in Garrett’s mind that he
will be out on the track next season.
**1°ll have to be,”’ he said. ‘‘I plan on
the
conference championships this season — I'l
be
expected to come back and defend my title.’’

+ championships.

not out yet

Moore is hoping

Seahawks of the
Football Conference.
“‘If not,’’ Moore added humorously, ‘‘I’ll be
looking for my Rolls Royce
and van with the

better meets,’’
loore said in referring to the competition in Hayward’s Bay Area location.
**1°ll get him in conference,"’ he said about his
with Smith. ‘‘He doesn’t know it yet.
next meeti
a high horse.”’
started running
duri
at
a loore
een
ing during
his jun
junior
Sacramento High School. fae boone an Coon
success the same year after winning the 100 in the

Softball team

;

orw:
in next year’s
season is
on
the newly seeded turf in Redwood Bowl.
“That turf is nice and it’s fast too,” Moore
said. ‘‘I’m looking forward to running the sweeps
and up through the middle.”’

the conference
this season”

Smith.

my intention was
‘‘But when
I saw
on the track that |
run.”

Kevin Smith in
sprints last weekend. Smith
- the 100 in 10.6 with Moore closing close at

“| plan on taking

JUNIOR SPRINTER Garrett Moore of the

while he attended Sierra College and

Sacramento City College.

By LYNNE BOWLIN
staff writer

Due to a summer face-lift, the Outdoor Center

is bigger and better than ever.
Excluding ski equipment, rental volume

has

doubled
over last year, Robert
Di Pictrae,
gram coordinator for the Outdoor Center,
;
The Outdoor Center, located in the University
Center, rents fishing, camping and backpacking
ond as well as downhill and cross-country skis,
s and poles. All ski rentals are new this year.
Besides having equipment available for rent, the
Outdoor Center organizes many outdoor adventures and activities.
One of these activities took place during
spring
break. The adventure included five "ies of
downhill skiing at Mount Bachelor and five nights
lodging at Sun River Resort, which features a golf
course,
and jacuzzi. The trip set a new
record with 74 —
attending. The cost for each

Guitar, j
ing and body-shaping have been
added to the
list for this quarter. The bodyshaping class has been so successful it is closed for
this quarter.
“There is more and more interest for exotic pro-

grams," Di Pietrae said.

The Outdoor Center plans to extend its summer
program, including backpacking and white water
trips
to the Grand Canyon.
$ are now in the works for a 4-6 week trip to
Alaska and the Yukon. The excursion will include
a cruise from Seattle, backpacking for a week, a
train ride in the Yukon, a 12-day river trip in
rented canoes and the flight back to Seattle. The
trip is planned for the summer of 1982.
or further information about the outdoor
adventures and leisure classes, the Outdoor Center
is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to $

p.m.

=
Though spring officially
arrived in the &
= Northern Hemisphere on
March 21, it will %
« not really be
ngtime in Arcata until the $
= 6th Annual Heilthtyme Spring Classic begins &

individual was $101.
Windsurfing

will be offered for the first time

this quarter.
Outing will be held May 30-31 at
Kutras Park Lake in Redding. The $37.50 fee
covers two days of instruction and sailing,
sailboard rentals and camping fees.
The biggest problem
with the outdoor adventures is pier sop eng
“Car pooling has been our main source. We're
opens to purchase two vans for next year,’’ Di
rae said in an interview.

The proposal must be accepted by the U.C.

Board of Directors, which is comprised of
students, faculty and staff.
“*At Your
Leisure’’ recreational classes are also

organized by the Outdoor Center. These classes
include instruction in belly dancing, kayaking and
outdoor photography.

= on Friday..
=
The Ciassic

ten-team,

‘
%

= scheduled to begin at 3:30 p.m. on HSU’s

&

= Saturday morning, and then will be moved

%

is

= double-elimination

= upper

field. Games

= to the Arcata

a

two-day,

softball

will resume at 9:30 %

k at $:00 p.m. for the

= semi-final and final games.

=

tournament

:

Officially titled ‘“‘The Last of the Hei= House
ing Classic,’ the tournament is
= dedicated
to celebrating the simultaneous ar- &
= rival of spring and the softball season.
:

: wine

details, contact Jeff Johnson, %

18-™
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the varsity competitions. The team practices every day in the Eureka Boat

Crew team upsets San Diego State, USC

Novice Gnarly Northerners earn reputation
“Then the handle flies up and you _— Tension arose at the beginning of the’
lose control of the boat. We just hit the season when the novice teams (both the
By KAREN LYND
) beat the varsity
light and
wakes
staff writer
ice runs.
**it was late in the race, though — counterparts
two
theen
betwe
rivalry
e
was
“Ther
Most coaches view rookie mistakes we could smell the finish line," he said. at first,’” Donaldson said. ‘‘But
the
race,
the
finished
have
would
we
“If
as part of the building process any
the
on
shaky
bit
a
look
still
novices
|
close.
ibly
incred
been
have
would
it
;
team
won, but rowii pe ype ge 5 They were faster er then
don’t know if we would have
jt would have been really close.””

t crew coach Jack
But
team that rows
a novice son
ald
Donhas

But the eight-man boat came back in

more like veterans.
The novice

eight-man

athietes,””

t four and the next race to beat USC and San
ee
teams are ‘‘spirited ee
same team later conquered
son said when
li

the team. ‘*No one has ever
describing
told them they are supposed to be

Berkeley by 18 seconds, the first time
any HSU crew team has beaten

Gs and
Clara. The
race when it

payee

but

separate. We're both good, so we help
each other.”
strengthen
The

crew

season

Western |
in Vallejo
pi

ends

with

and the novice —

.

to give HSU a

“We're trying to establish ourselves
the West Coast,” Berger said.
on
the
as
looking
not as smooth

10timesthe

y. About nine out of

varsity will beat the novice — but it’s
~~

“‘Crew is one big group,” Berger

the
andty
often the varsi
so nd
said. ‘*A
novice are considered as being

ow

‘‘We want peopleto watch us, not
to say, ‘Hey,
but r,
with fea

these guys, they’re pretty good.’

‘‘Right now we're known by other

narly

‘The

as
schools
Northerners.’ ee

Berkeley.
behind.”’
The four-man team recon
That doesn’t mean the novices never
Redwood H
defi
lose.
another crew
tied
and
two
the
Last weekend
, the Oakland Strokes (an
peted at
F
er
*Jacks lost last weekend, but
he novice heart,”’ stroke

Gilhey’s Vodka

Blitz-Weinhard
keg.

Syss

1 Liter
bu pr.

i

|
|

$2.25
bilities

in the world. They
are the best
tors
Our naviga

train in the finest factities.

Wet seeing capable gra et ed Sean
can

to

meet

a challenge.

people

makers.
who
aA
cae tenets
Gi. decision
ck and
eis leaders

We
Gate

Rose Garden
German

Cut Flowers
q

Lichfraumilch

Rey.

s36y 92°

.
Come

Gare

°

a

vaniety of

colurs

99

"Bunch

of 10

[
dinner wine!!
in and fet us help you with your Easter
We have an excellent selection of Premium and

Boutique wines for your Laster dinner.
Rutherford Hill
Franciscan
Round Hill

Larry Shappard
333 Hegenberger

Oakland,

A great way of ite
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Chamon May 16 and 17

Burgess
Stevenof

Simi

Kenwood
Mill Creek

Geyzer Peak

Plus local wines from Willow C
and Fieldbrook Wineries

Sutter Home
Fetzer

Jekel
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or Lose it!!
NO KIDDING
FOLKSIII!
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VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER
ARCATA, CALIFORNIA
OPEN EVERYDAY 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH OR DINNER
Bring Your Family To Perko's
Featuring a Different Homemade
Soup
‘and Sandwich
Every Day
Plus a Daily Special Which is Always a Bargain

For a Good Meal Anytime
with Fast, Friendly Service and Plenty of
Free Parking, it's

PERKO’S

_
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People

“This

is a beautiful

unity to let the world

know we're having a

time in Humboldt
Coun.

said
The race has drawn increased attention from in-

ternational media in recent years.

Magazines such as Smithsonian, Time and Life

have written on the event.
“=

hd

‘Evening

gram is expected for this year’s race.
“The

world’s

oe

first

Magazine’’ pro-

people-powered

bus,"

is

< his oa team
;
people, including 12 ‘‘power

people,”’ New

driver, stewardess (with refresh-

ment cart

-

Tine SaaE an Ub checen tt 0 drawing.t0 be
held at the Arcata Plaza Thursday, sometime
‘ around 7 p.m..
Tickets cost $$ and can be
at Hobart
Galleries
in Ferndale or at Dr.
Reimers’ of-

fice in Arcata. The money will help pay the expense
of building the bus.
The carpeted bus hasa top speed of eh

is provided with two propellers

preemie

Saturday

scl

us a

fer tage

ond

umboldtBay on

said the pipe alone cost

$2,0 .

Brown's pit crew, which he described as “the

ered gn

Fi

lle ragne eof

Pope enol

remnee he

upstairs maids, who have attended modeling

school to learn how to pose.
When asked if he expects to win this
Brown
said with io laugh, ‘‘Oh, no! We never win wows:

get past

cameras or mirrors, we're so

Such notable locals as “Dicky

“Gorgeous
46,

QUEEN greets finishers at end of last year's race.

Despite the event’s popularity, lack of sponsor-

ship

has caused this year’s race to be strapped for

$7

10,000.

Vicki Slight, in chargeof the race’s

‘It brings out the show-off in everybody —

harmlessly,”’
Brown said.

public rela-

So Wate Reet tial OG as emcemarenzageeon eens hom | Champagne and bonfire

Franciso’s KPIX-TV

,

RUTABEGA

forge,”

Chancey eee

accompanying ‘

bus.

:

““The

Mad

ee

‘.

Dentist,”

Laugher,’’

Hussy”’ will be

Founder” Brown on the

t

ts to

t

s.

said most people have no idea the great ex-

pense involved in putting on the race.

Brown said this year’s $$ entry fee had to be in-

highlight

creased $3 ones
wae meen a.
some have suggested
ing future entry

=

t

to help meet expenses, Brown frowns on

™

KAREN

race

schedule

LUTTRELL-LANGDON |

staff writer

.

“That's all some kids have to spend on their
whole machine.
**1 guess I’m too romantic and idealistic to be a
good
inessman,”’ Brown said.
,
He emphasized the importance o! keeping fun |

and

Cross ee
eS
ee
Race will begin
with a pre-race d
y in the park
lot of
Arcata’s castes Eiiieaies Center ca Mienaee
a approximately 7 p.m.

il the race’s key purpose.
Friday morningat 10 a.m. there will be a ‘‘Fizzasked if the race has grown too big, Brown | Off"
at
Youngberg’s Restaurant. Admission is $2.
said, “‘What’s too big? It’s good for the er
Gie-lienee ond anettion will be served.
The money-making advantages the race
The race begins at Arcata Plaza with the sound of

ee

of fun, Brown

eee

said.

ene

ae

ae

He said, ‘People
think I’m rich, but 1 liveon

the noon whistle. Be on the lookout for the HSU

dustrial Arts Club machine.

In-

Racers will travel the mapped
route from Arcata
and ont tne machines soaee iain
Businesses in the area are -the only financial | inn for the
night.
2

nothing this time of year.’’

10 tenn

beneficiaries of the event and therefore should be
willing to help sponsor it, the artist said.
Py would be pt nner
to assure that the

A $7 dinner will be served at the Eureka Inn at 7
m. There
“Blister
Disco"’
;
oa which are
—
oo

“Whatever Walt Disney would go for, we want

der Mas Lance anti, oars we met

race is carried

int

possible

way.

;

too,” Rrown said. “If something is sexy, it’s | poids ey. They will spend the
sexy.”’
Crab
Par

camped at

rab

he thinks community members who don't

like the race don't realize they can take part in it. |

a

peroarke
snd thet tara mance
& bonfire,

